Errata


A number of errors occurred during the translating and editing of this article, and there were one or two in the original text.

page 127, section 1, line 6. The collection box was not 'on the altar'. The Russian original is 'v altare'; 'altar' means the sanctuary. It is also very unlikely that it was 'in' the sanctuary; it must have been 'beside' it.

page 129, section 3, line 6. 'Fr Antoni' refers in fact to Metropolitan Anthony Bloom.

page 130, section 2, line 2. Nikolai (Yarushevich) was Metropolitan of Krutitsy and Kolomna, not of Leningrad.

page 132, line 6 from the end. The parish was not itself transferred to Moscow, but the village of Kurkino became part of Greater Moscow after an extension of the city boundary.

page 144, section 2, line 4. The original text says that 'Khrushchev umer' in 1964; in fact he was deposed in that year and died only in 1971.

page 147, line 13 from the end. Fr Aleksandr studied on a correspondence course, not at evening classes, which were not available at that time.

page 154, section 4, line 7. Fr Aleksandr is mistaken when he recalls that he might have spoken to Nikolai 'na svad'be Gleba' in 1967: Fr Gleb was already married by then.